Abstract
(resp., Ray-(P)).
Let h: (resp., hj) be the first point at which r~(resp., r-,-) hits bd(P)-e, (resp., bd(P)-e, _l ) (i. e., v, is closer to h: (resp., h:) than to any other point in~~n
(resp., r,-n(bd(P) -e,_l))). Let h? (resp., h;) be on e~-Vj (resp., e~-v~) for some j (resp., k). Then we call the consecutive edges that are on the portion of bd(P) from V,+z (resp., VI-2) counterclockwise (resp., clockwise) to Oj (resp., vk) the counterclockwise (resp., ciockwise) possible to obtain a subset of Ray+ (P) (resp., Ray-(P)), denoted by DR+ (P) (resp., DR-(P)), with the following properties: (i) HE+ (P) (resp.,
HE-(P))
can be computed by using only DR+ (P) (resp., DR-(P)), and (ii) DR+(P) (resp., DR-(P)) can be easily partitioned into two subsets, each containing rays sorted by slopes. The rays in DR+ (P) (resp.,
DR-(P))
are called the dominating rays of Ray+ (P) (resp., Ray-(P)). We just discuss the case for DR+(P) (the case for DR-(P) is similar).
WLOG, we assume that P is weakly visible from convex edge en, that en is horizontal, and that l(e~) is below P-en. Therefore, a call to the procedure with input (C, Rc, log n), ICI = n, will take O(log n) time using O(n/ log n) processors.
We must discuss what exactly is computed within the above outline.
Let 3 (a)). Then afl the edges on CJ are bad. in Fig. 3 Case (c). ICP(C, ) has 2 segments (see Fig. 3 (c) ). Then clearlY all the edges on C.'j, except the two edges ub-1~E and ?Jb'Ub+l, are bad (cf. Fig.  3 (c) give an O(log n) time algorithm; instead, the time bound so resulted will be O(log n log log n). The lemma below gives the basic idea for solving this weak visibility problem. For t < i' (resp., z > z"), let s,(z') (resp., s,(i")) be the segment on ICP(bd,,l) (resp., ICP(bd,,l, )) that contains u,.
Lemma 10 If P is weakly visible from e~, then for any t, j, and k, 1~i < J < k s n, a scan of the interior angle of P at VJ, from edge ej-l clockwise to edge ej, encounters e~-1 t~~(i), S~(k), and e~) in that order (cf. Fig.~) .
Proof.
Omitted. See the full paper.
u By Lemma 10, if SJ (z) and S3 (k) are not in correct order with ej_l and ej for some i, j, and k, i < j < k, then P is not weakly visible from e. If they are in correct order, then there is a ray (say, the one starting at VJ and containing S~(z)) separating ICP(bd,3) from ICP(bd3~). Let the ray starting at u, and containing s, (i) be denoted by T(sj (i)). This is the idea used in the recursive abzorithm.
It is known that if there is a ray (e.g., X(SJ (1 ))) separating ICP(bdlj ) from ZCP(bdJn) for every j, 1 < J < n, then P 1s weakly visible from e (e. g., see [12] 
